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Summary of Meeting: 

This meeting was convened to discuss the results of the recent AS TM F 15 .10 ballots for both 
F852, the general gasoline container standard, and the new flame mitigation device (FMD) 
standard for gasoline containers. 

The group first discussed the FMD standard ballot results. Two negative comments were related 
to editorial issues, and ASTM will handle those. One negative was withdrawn by the submitter 
after discussion. However, it was pointed out that a requirement to have an FMD in each 
opening was accidentally left off the ballot. This requirement was discussed previously and 
should be included in the standard. The group decided to allow the FMD standard to be 
approved, but ASTM will immediately ballot a line item change to the standard once approved to 
include the forgotten requirement. 

The group next discussed the F852 ballot results. Two negative comments were related to 
editorial issues, and ASTM will handle those. The remaining negative comments all dealt with 
including a requirement to include an FMD in F852. After discussion, the group decided that the 
easiest path to try to get F852 re-approved was to find the comments persuasive and re-ballot 
F852 (as soon as ASTM can) with an additional requirement that portable fuel containers (PFCs) 
shall also meet the requirements of the FMD standard and F251 7, the child resistance standard. 

ASTM will put both ballot items on a single ballot in the very near future and hopefully release 
before the end of December. 

A next meeting was not scheduled. 

Contact Phil Monckton for more minutes and/or detailed information on the meeting 




